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Stan Weinstein's Secrets For Profiting in Bull and Bear Markets reveals his successful methods
for timing investments to produce consistently profitable results.Topics include:Stan Weinstein's
personal philosophy on investingThe ideal time to buyRefining the buying processKnowing
when to sellSelling ShortUsing the best long-term indicators to spot Bull and Bear marketsOdds,
ends, and profits



Way of Warrior Trader: The Financial Risk-Taker's Guide to Samurai Courage, Confidence and
Discipline, How Legendary Traders Made Millions: Profiting From the Investment Strategies of
the Gretest Traders of All time, The Secret Language of Financial Reports: The Back Stories
That Can Enhance Your Investment Decisions, Investing From the Top Down: A Macro Approach
to Capital Markets, How to Make Money in Stocks: A Winning System in Good Times and Bad,
Fourth Edition, The Four Pillars of Investing: Lessons for Building a Winning Portfolio, Super
Trader, Expanded Edition: Make Consistent Profits in Good and Bad Markets, McGraw-Hill
Homeland Security Handbook: Strategic Guidance for a Coordinated Approach to Effective
Security and Emergency Management, Second Edition, Stan Weinstein's Secrets For Profiting
in Bull and Bear Markets, Trade Like a Stock Market Wizard: How to Achieve Super Performance
in Stocks in Any Market: How to Achieve Superperformance in Stocks in Any Market, Think &
Trade Like a Champion: The Secrets, Rules & Blunt Truths of a Stock Market Wizard, How I
Made $2,000,000 In The Stock Market, Mindset Secrets for Winning: How to Bring Personal
Power to Everything You Do (Bonus Chapter - Living With Intention), How to Trade In Stocks



Sheldon W Thomas, “Truly incredible. The absolute best do-it-yourself guide to trading equities
there is.. As someone who does not generally write reviews for things on the internet, I felt so
compelled at the sheer raw value offered to me by this book in exchange for so little money that I
had to come here and write about it myself.The quintessential essence of Stan Weinstein is that
it's concepts are both generalized yet hyper specific. He doesn't care what sector, what stock,
what software, what formula, or what cycle, but he teaches you fundamentally the four stages
that publicly traded assets go through. His hyper specificity lies in his ability to show you how to
identify which stage a stock is in, and which stage it is heading to next. And he does it using
formulas and calculations so simple they can be done with any modern trading software. And it
is brilliant. The intelligence of this book is actually applicable outside stock-picking, although it is
presented in that context. Larger economic, social, and fundamentally-human trends follow the
same hilariously simple yet mind bending 4 damn parts of a pattern.I've read every page of this
book and it's turned me from shooting blind in a losing portfolio to consistent gains.As with any
learning process, it takes time. The steps are simple. Set your self up with the requisite software.
Read every page of this book, vigorously, deeply understand it, memorize the techniques, and
take the quizzes over and over until you can recite the chart-reading ruleset by heart.And you will
see my friend, the truth is out there.”

Davant, “If I had a time machine.... ...one of my first stops would be to 1988 to tell myself to read
this book. I am about half way through and it really is that good and I have already started
marking gains with trades.Weinstein’s writing style is very laid back and easy to understand and
not one word is wasted. Of course he speaks of stock brokers and news papers and the plots
suck, but the underlying theory and info is modern and very valid.His use of indicators is kept to
a bare minimum, but for some reason (and this is important), the equation he gives for the main
one is wrong and does not match the plots that he presents in the book. If you are coding a filter
using the methods this book, a quick internet search will yield the true equation, which I find
quite powerful, and it’s not an indicator they you find pre-coded in today’s software and
websites! It’s almost like someone doesn’t want it used, but again, I do love conspiracy theories.
Good luck!”

Tradegirl, “Excellent return on investment!. I have been "investing" for 25 years. That means I
bought in the bull market of the 90's and got lucky because anything .com made you money.
Since I was really more lucky than good, I lost most of the $ in the 2008 market crash. I always
knew to buy high and sell higher, but never knew when to sell. The book is very easy to
understand and you can apply ideas to trade in the market immediately. This book explains
stage analysis and that's all you will need to understand. Even though the charts are dated, the
ideas still apply today. Best investment book I have ever read.”



Shaun Attwood, “timeless classic. I made millions in my 20s following the techniques in this
book”

Dr W. H. Konarzewski, “Classic on Technical Analysis. Stan Weinstein's classic teaches
investors to ignore the fundamentals and buy on the right technical analysis. In brief, he
advocates buying when a stock price is above the 30 week moving average (note the 30 week
and not the 30 day moving average), and on high relative strength. In other words, the stock
price should be rising faster than the index relevant to that stock. He also advises selling when
the stock price falls below the 30 week moving average: no exceptions. The style is simple,
direct and authoritative: These are my rules, do what I say. If you don't like being told what to do,
don't buy the book.Criticisms: the charts are smudgy and old fashioned, but clear enough to
amplify the teaching. Also some people question whether the 30 week moving average is as
relevant today as it was in the 1970-2000 era. But in the absence of any firm evidence to support
a different moving average, most of Weinstein's followers will be happy to stick with the 30 week
guideline.A great book. Strongly recommended for all investors, including the fundamentalists.”

stu, “its a good read, you need to use your grey matter .... If the stock market went up in a perfect
straightline from 1817 to todays date and never ever went down,and you could only own an
index, not individual stocks, then there is no need for this book ever to be written.but the stock
market doesnt work like that, those wiggly lines on a chart are human beings, buying and selling,
and human beings are emotional and herd like. take advantage of those ups and downs, you
will make more money overall,this book is an eye opener, for all those that are only fundamental
investors owning world famous stocks that can surely only go one way and that is up every day,
every week, every month,year, then you arevery wrong.the stock market is a game, institutes
make a fool of joe average investor with his buy and hold, even during a bear market!!(joe still
refuses to sell, because of his fund managers advice)this book shows you the flow of the buying
and selling, why it happens and when and what you should do as an investor or trader.its a good
read, you need to use your grey matter and have a notebook ready to copy lifetime rules you
must never forget.if you dont buy this book, well thats another mug ill take profits from when you
buy in at the wrong time and I sell my stock to you,for a profit, thanks !!!trading works well short
term, fundamentals combined with trading works best long term, trading gets you out of a
position fast, detereating fundamantals doesnt!!a long bullmarket in a stock or fund is the joining
up of numerous short term movements, that last hours, days, weeks or months, trade them
correctly and you will make more money overall than buying and holding the bull market fund/
stock.”

S. Bowler, “Bought It for the hair. How can anyone not buy this book. Just look at those lush locks
of hair on the front cover”



The book by Stan Weinstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 951 people have provided feedback.
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